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ππ scattering and K → ππ

Investigators: Blum (PI), Peter Boyle (Edinburgh), Norman Christ (Columbia),
Daniel Hoying (UConn/BNL), Taku Izubuchi (BNL/RBRC), Luchang Jin
(UConn/RBRC), Chulwoo Jung (BNL), Christopher Kelly (Columbia),
Christoph Lehner (BNL), Robert Mawhinney (Columbia), Chris
Sachrajda (Southampton), Amarjit Soni (BNL)

compute request: 91.2 M JPsi core-hrs on JLab or BNL KNL clusters

storage request: 200 TB disk, 200 TB tape
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Motivation and background

SM extremely successful, but ...

Direct CP violation in kaon decays offers good place to look for breakdown, c.f .
single phase in CKM matrix must explain all violation in SM
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A(K 0 → ππ)I = AI e
iδI = 〈ππ|HW |K 〉

Experiment: 16.6(2.3)× 10−4

SM: 1.38(5.15)(4.59)× 10−4 [1] (RBC/UKQCD G-parity bc project)
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Methodology

Matrix elements from Euclidean correlation functions

〈χππ(t)Qi (top)χ†K (0)〉 =
∑

m

∑

n

〈0|χππ|n〉〈n|Qi |m〉〈m|χ†K |0〉e−En(t−top)e−Emtop

Physical kinematics corresponds to excited state, ground state is pions at rest

G-parity bc’s (RBC/UKQCD): ground state is physical (pions at rest not allowed)

For periodic bc’s, use A2A[2]+AMA[3]+GEVP analysis to extract excited state
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Preliminary results with current allocation

2+1 flavor, physical point, Möbius DWF, 1 GeV, 243 ensemble

A2A/AMA measurements on 66 configurations, 2000 low modes, 1 hit for high

Dan Hoying

, I0, momtotal000 analysis 24c

Figure 1: Stationary ºº correlator+two pion state with one unit of momentum each, I = 0 GEVP

There are a few things worth mentioning at this stage here. First, extending the fit range does give better reduced
¬2, but we do not want to fool ourselves by fitting to the noise. Second, fitting the æ (or more precisely, scalar operator)
is problematic at this stage because of statistics. This will be fixed in a future write-up. For now, we might simply
look at the scalar ground state. We use an additive constant here.

4.1.2 Scalar

Here we also use item 2. (In general, we use eq. (2) or eq. (3) as appropriate, or eq. (4) or eq. (5) in the case of item 1).
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Dan Hoying

4.3 I = 2, ºº Correlator
4.3.1 Ground State+One unit of back to back momentum

, I2, momtotal000 analysis 24c

Figure 5: ºº GEVP, I = 2, one unit momentum+stationary

One should note that the plot points appear to oscillate slightly. This may be due to the GEVP condition chosen:
t0 := ß t

2
®
. We fit assuming an additive constant (around the world term).

5 Conclusion
We expect that the plots will improve as we get more statistics. We also plan to add the missing columns in section 2.
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I0 24c sigmasigma A 1PLUS

Figure 2: Stationary æ (scalar operator)

It sort of appears that this state is decaying to the stationary ºº state. The dispersive line is associated with the
free field back-to-back one unit of momentum each ºº state. We included an additive fit constant to improve ¬2, which
is, of course, consistent with our systematics being associated with the low energy state we’ve excluded.
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Good precision on I = 0 excited (physical) state, >∼ 1.5 %
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Proposed calculations

2+1 flavor physical point, Möbius DWF, Iwasaki gauge action ensembles
(RBC/UKQCD)

Table: Per-configuration cost of proposed calculations. Costs for propagators (props) are based
on (z)Möbius DWF with Ls = 12.

type a−1 size Cost (KNL node-hours) configs Total
props meson fields contractions (M core-hrs)

K → ππ 1 243 × 64 72 64 739 100 16.8
ππ, K → ππ 1.4 323 × 64 171 470 202+739 100 30.4
ππ 1 323 × 64 114 1183 1008 100 44.0

Dominated by contractions
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QCD + QED studies using twist-averaging

Investigators: Mattia Bruno (BNL, co-PI), Xu Feng (Peking University),
Taku Izubuchi (BNL/RBRC), Luchang Jin (UConn/RBRC),
Christoph Lehner (BNL, PI), Aaron Meyer (BNL)

Collaborators: Tom Blum (UConn), Norman Christ (CU), Chulwoo Jung (BNL),
Chris Sachrajda (Southampton), Amarjit Soni (BNL)

compute request: 59 M JPsi core-hrs on JLab or BNL KNL clusters

storage request: 80 TB disk
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Motivation and background

O(α) isospin breaking corrections are important for many QCD observables

muon g-2
light quark masses
fπ
τ decays (dispersive treatment of muon g-2)

1st two corrections calculated on 1.73 GeV, 483, physical point Möbius DWF
ensemble (RBC/UKQCD)

goal: take continuum limit
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Methodology: perturbative treatment of QED @ O(α)

HVP fπ fπ EFT[5]
HVP QED contribution
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Figure 6: Displacement probability for 48c run 1.

(a) V (b) S (c) T (d) D1 (e) D2

(f) F (g) D3

Figure 7: Mass-splitting and HVP 1-photon diagrams. In the former the dots
are meson operators, in the latter the dots are external photon vertices. Note
that for the HVP some of them (such as F with no gluons between the two
quark loops) are counted as HVP NLO instead of HVP LO QED corrections.
We need to make sure not to double-count those, i.e., we need to include the
appropriate subtractions! Also note that some diagrams are absent for flavor
non-diagonal operators.

8

New method: use importance sampling in position space and local
vector currents (More details on such a sampling strategy in our
HLbL talk by Jin)
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FIG. 5: Connected diagrams contributing at O(α) contribution to the amplitude for the decay

π+ → ℓ+νl.

Having determined A0 and hence the amplitude ūνℓ α(pνℓ
)(M0)αβ vℓ β(pℓ), the O(α0) con-

tribution to the decay width is readily obtained

Γtree
0 (π+ → ℓ+νℓ) =

G2
F |Vud|2f 2

π

8π
mπ m2

ℓ

(
1 − m2

ℓ

m2
π

)2

. (20)

In this equation we use the label tree to denote the absence of electromagnetic effects since

the subscript 0 here indicates that there are no photons in the final state.

B. Calculation at O(α)

We now consider the one-photon exchange contributions to the decay π+ → ℓ+νℓ and

show the corresponding six connected diagrams in Fig. 5 and the disconnected diagrams in

Fig. 6. By “disconnected” here we mean that there is a sea-quark loop connected, as usual,

to the remainder of the diagram by a photon and/or gluons (the presence of the gluons is

implicit in the diagrams). The photon propagator in these diagrams in the Feynman gauge

and in infinite (Euclidean) volume is given by

δµν∆(x1, x2) = δµν

∫
d4k

(2π)4

eik·(x1−x2)

k2
. (21)

In a finite volume the momentum integration is replaced by a summation over the mo-

menta which are allowed by the boundary conditions. For periodic boundary conditions,

we can neglect the contributions from the zero-mode k = 0 since a very soft photon does

21

FIG. 9: Radiative corrections to the pion-lepton vertex. The diagrams represent O(α) contribu-

tions to Γpt
0 . The left part of each diagram represents a contribution to the amplitude and the

right part the tree-level contribution to the hermitian conjugate of the amplitude. The correspond-

ing diagrams containing the radiative correction on the right-hand side of each diagram are also

included.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIG. 10: Diagrams contributing to Γ1(∆E). For diagrams (c), (d) and (e) the “conjugate” con-

tributions in which the photon vertices on the left and right of each diagram are interchanged are

also to be included.

and rℓ = mℓ/mπ. These diagrams correspond to the diagrams Fig. 5(e) and Fig. 5(f) in the

composite pion case.

Next we give the contributions to Γ1(∆E) where the real photon is emitted and absorbed

by the pion (ππ), the charged lepton (ℓℓ) or emitted by the pion and absorbed by the lepton

or vice-versa (πℓ). The results are presented in the Feynman gauge:

∑

r

ε⋆
µ(k, r) εν(k, r) = gµν , (43)

where εµ(k, r) are the polarisation vectors of the real photon carrying a momentum k, with

k2 = 0 in Minkowski space.

• Real photon emission, ππ: The contribution to Γ1(∆E) from the emission and absorption

Sample photon vertex stochastically, using importance sampling strategy

C ab
2 (z) = 〈Oa(z)Ob(0)〉 ,

C ab;µ
3 (x , z) = 〈Oa(z)Ob(0)jµ(x)〉 ,

C ab;µν
4 (x , y , z) = 〈Oa(z)Ob(0)jµ(x)jν(y)〉

Oa(z) = q̄(z)Γaq(z) , jµ(x) = q̄(x)γµq(x) ,

Use twist averaging for photon to reduce/control FV errors [6]
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Results from current allocation

O(α) corrections to HVP, 1.73 GeV, physical point Möbius DWF ensemble
(RBC/UKQCD) [4]

Isospin breaking corrections in τ decays (Bruno, KEK workshop on HVP)
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Proposed calculations

2+1 flavor, physical point Möbius DWF, 2.38 GeV, 643 ensemble (RBC/UKQCD)

12 sloppy 643 solves on 64 KNL nodes 600 seconds
12 exact 643 solves on 64 KNL nodes 2580 seconds

Number of configurations 30
Number of sloppy solves per configuration 900× 12
Number of exact solves per configuration 15× 12

Total computational cost on 643 for sloppy solves in M Jpsi-core hours 55
Total computational cost on 643 for exact solves in M Jpsi-core hours 4

Total request 59 M Jpsi-core hours

Table: Cost estimates for the proposed computation. We intend to use an AMA [3] setup with
parameters described in this table.
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Exclusive Study of (g − 2)µ HVP and Nucleon Form Factors with
Distillation

Investigators: A. S. Meyer (PI), M. Bruno, T. Izubuchi, Y. C. Jang, C. Jung, and C.
Lehner

compute request: 46.7 M JPsi core-hrs on JLab or BNL KNL clusters

storage request: 50 TB disk
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Motivation and background

muon g-2 experiment E989 at Fermilab

Error on HVP contribution to g − 2 desired at sub-percent level
Long distance part of correlation function is noisy, dominates error
use exclusive ππ channel(s) to improve“bounding method” [4], significantly reduce
statistical error

ν oscillation experiments NOνA, DUNE, and HyperK

precision measurements of mass-squared splittings, mixing angles,
CP-violating angle in the lepton sector
need accurate/precise nucleon axial-vector form factor calculations
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Distillation Method (JLab/Trinity [7])

Eigenvectors of 3D laplacian act as a projection that smears quark fields in space
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=⇒

9 evecs (57 equiv),
∑

i p
2
i ≤ 2

Eigenvectors used as sources, contracted at sink to create “perambulators”

M ji
t,βα =

∑

xy

∑

ab

〈 jbt;y | (Dba
yx,βα)−1 |ia0;x〉

Meson correlation functions constructed from tracing over perambulators

C (t) = tr[ΓM(t, t ′)Γ′M(t ′, t ′′)Γ′′M(t ′′, t ′′′) . . . ]
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Generalized EigenValue Problem

Vector current operator:

Local O0 =
∑

x ψ̄(x)γµψ(x)

Two 2π operators with different momenta

On =
∣∣∣
∑

xyz ψ̄(x)f (x − z)e−i~pπ ·~zγ5f (z − y)ψ(y)
∣∣∣
2
:

O1 : L
2π ~pπ = (1, 0, 0) O2 : L

2π ~pπ = (1, 1, 0)

Correlators arranged in a 3× 3 symmetric matrix:

O0 O1 O2

O0 C
(2)
ρ C

(3)
ρ→ππ C

(3)
ρ→ππ

O1 C
(4)
ππ→ππ C

(4)
ππ→ππ

O2 C
(4)
ππ→ππ

Analyze with Generalized EigenValue Problem (GEVP) method:

C (t)V = C (t + δt)V Λ(δt) , Λnn(δt) ∼ e+Enδt
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Results - HVP Bounding Method
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a−1 = 1.015 GeV 243 × 64 physical mass ensemble

Precise reconstruction of long-distance contribution to HVP down to 1.5 fm

No bounding method (purple band): aHVPµ = 516(51)
Start bounding method at t = 1.6 fm, 1 state reconstruction: aHVPµ = 570.2(8.3)

Factor > 5 improvement in statistical precision
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Results - Nucleon Two-Point
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Can compute nucleon form factors =⇒
gA, FA(Q2)

FV (Q2)

FN→∆(Q2)

Useful for neutrino physics:

Axial form factor a dominant source of systematic uncertainty in ν oscillation experiments
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Proposed calculations

2+1 flavor, physical point, Möbius DWF, 1.73 GeV, 483 ensemble (RBC/UKQCD)

Table: Compute costs

Configurations 15
Eigenvectors 60
Timeslices(Sloppy) 96
Timeslices(Exact) 16

Sloppy Solves [x1000] 172.8
Exact Solves [x1000] 43.2

Time/sloppy solve [Jpsi corehr] 53.7
Time/exact solve [Jpsi corehr] 488.0

Total Time [M Jpsi corehr] 46.7
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Precise scale setting for (g − 2)µ

Investigators: Mattia Bruno(PI), Taku Izubuchi, Christoph Lehner, Aaron Meyer

Collaborators: Thomas Blum, Norman Christ, Luchang Jin, Chulwoo Jung, Chris Kelly,
Amarjit Soni

compute request: 47 M JPsi core-hrs on JLab or BNL KNL clusters
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Motivation and background

Per-mille determination of lattice spacing needed for muon g-2 calculations

use distillation+AMA+GEVP to

Ω− mass sets scale

ideal, isospin breaking (QED, non-degenerate quark masses) small [4]

Demonstrate method on 1.73 GeV ensemble, then on to 2.38 GeV,
take continuum limit
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Methodology

Distillation with 60 modes of 3D Laplacian
→ full volume average ⊕ optimize smearing function

AMA (2000 low-modes) sloppy inversions on 96 time slices; exact on 16
→ Master-Field error analysis, other physics goals

Large basis of operators to control excited states (e.g. GEVP)
→ different spin matrices and non-zero angular momentum
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Proposed calculations

2+1 flavor, physical point, Möbius DWF, 1.73 GeV, 483 ensemble (RBC/UKQCD)

Table: Compute costs

single sloppy inversion on 32 KNL nodes 32 secs
single exact inversion on 32 KNL nodes 286 secs

sloppy time slices 96
exact time slices 16

cost for a single distillation mode 272 KNL node-hours

distillation eigenvectors 60
cost per configuration 3.1 M JPsi core-hrs

number of configurations 15
Total computational request 47 M Jpsi core-hrs
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